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lightblue

Prolific Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Greybeard 

Ps I would rather be happy than right.

Chris

same here...  l

.
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The Following 6 Users Say Thank You to lightblue For This Useful Post:

Akhenaten (7th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), Greybeard (7th February 2012), InCiDeR (7th February 2012), noxon (23rd February 2012), Ross (7th February 2012)
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Unified Serenity

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

I've tried for at least 2 days to post new threads, humorous banter, and things start to simmer down, and then low and behold in comes a new set of accusations to start the conflagration all over again.
We either agree to just drop this damn subject, take some action to stop those who want to throw gasoline on embers, or probably better yet, all of us who are sick and tired of this crap, we take a weeks
vacation and let you all slug it out and we can come back and see who is still here, if there is a forum, and then make some decisions from there, but for me, I personally say stop all chatter about forum
politics now, because it seems obvious to me no one is getting banned, going to the naughty chair, but the most involved parties are going in circles. Please let me know what the decision is whoever is top
dog within 12 hours. 

I am not trying to be threatening or controlling, I just think it needs to stop now, and table this for a few days. People tend to see things differently when they quit staring at it for a while.

"No one really cares how much you know until they know how much you care."
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The Following 5 Users Say Thank You to Unified Serenity For This Useful Post:

Gardener (7th February 2012), Janos (7th February 2012), lightblue (7th February 2012), Nazirite (7th February 2012), pillaroflight (8th February 2012)
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Amerillo

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.
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The Following 2 Users Say Thank You to Amerillo For This Useful Post:

Gardener (7th February 2012), pillaroflight (8th February 2012)
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Thanked 7,709 Times in 2,560 Posts
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3,524

Online

4,122

Céline

Senior Nexian 
Social Media Rep

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Unified Serenity 

I've tried for at least 2 days to post new threads,

thank you..

This is my voice
There are many like it
but this one is mine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature...&v=FHczVzGfyqQ
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7th February 2012, 18:53 #130

andywight

Hugh Martin <chicodoodoo@gmail.com>

Fwd: pg 6
eric billig <ebillig@hotmail.com> Tue, Apr 10, 2012 at 1:12 PM
To: chic <chicodoodoo@gmail.com>

Begin forwarded message:

From: eric billig <ebillig@hotmail.com>
Date: April 10, 2012 1:30:23 PM EDT
To: andy wight <andywight@gmail.com>
Subject: pg 6

Nexus, we have a problem.

Gmail - Fwd: pg 6 3/15/2013

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=411db1dad1&view=lg&msg=1369de318d18483c 1 / 7
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Thanked 1,308 Times in 480 Posts
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Bahamas

729
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1,287

andywight

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Céline 

i said "basicaly", Andy.

Are you saying you couldnt see it comming?

Please andy your...

WAS I RANTING????? WAS I??? ...

Our little drama queen acts dont need to play out in front of these kind souls..

They are getting fed up of it.

There was no "verbal.text" warning Celine why would you say there was?

No I wasn't ranting either, In fact you were the one "ranting" I have the logs to prove it! Will you give me permission to post these?

Last edited by andywight; 7th February 2012 at 19:21.
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Thanked 183 Times in 108 Posts

Nov 10 2011
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Offline

51

truthunter

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

I vote that we all take a vacation. Drink it up, party, or whatever you like to do, but don't try to go somewhere where truth can't find you.
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Thanked 1,008 Times in 358 Posts
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716

Amerillo

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Come on banana bring it on and quickly otherwise we will ban you from the MU list.

Last edited by Amerillo; 7th February 2012 at 19:00.
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Thanked 7,709 Times in 2,560 Posts
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Online
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Céline

Senior Nexian 
Social Media Rep

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by andywight  

Will you give me permission to post these?

no i do not give you permission..im an evil little ���� when im pissed and i say some nasty things

No one here is surprised to know that... but i doubt ppl want to read it.

This is my voice
There are many like it
but this one is mine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature...&v=FHczVzGfyqQ
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The Following 2 Users Say Thank You to Céline For This Useful Post:

Gardener (7th February 2012), VajraYaya (7th February 2012)
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Khaleesi

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Unified Serenity 

I've tried for at least 2 days to post new threads, humorous banter, and things start to simmer down, and then low and behold in comes a new set of accusations to start the conflagration all over again. We either agree to just
drop this damn subject, take some action to stop those who want to throw gasoline on embers, or probably better yet, all of us who are sick and tired of this crap, we take a weeks vacation and let you all slug it out and we can
come back and see who is still here, if there is a forum, and then make some decisions from there, but for me, I personally say stop all chatter about forum politics now, because it seems obvious to me no one is getting
banned, going to the naughty chair, but the most involved parties are going in circles. Please let me know what the decision is whoever is top dog within 12 hours. 

I am not trying to be threatening or controlling, I just think it needs to stop now, and table this for a few days. People tend to see things differently when they quit staring at it for a while.

This has become the equivalent of sitting in a lunch room during a food fight and no matter where you go you keep getting hit with crap. You go to an unrelated thread or create an unrelated thread and
someone follows you and throws more crap at you. I feel like going home and taking a shower and just not eating in the lunch room for a week or so until some people run out of food and/or move on.
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The Following 3 Users Say Thank You to Khaleesi For This Useful Post:

Céline (7th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), Nazirite (7th February 2012)
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Amerillo

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.
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 Originally Posted by Céline 

no i do not give you permission..im an evil little ���� when im pissed and i say some nasty things

No one here is surprised to know that... but i doubt ppl want to read it.

Yes I know and I don't want to read this. Flowers to you Céline. Nighty! 
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The Following 2 Users Say Thank You to Amerillo For This Useful Post:

Céline (7th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012)
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51

truthunter

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by andywight  

After having time to fully study vbullintins software options it is now clear to me that Chico was correct!

I was clearly put on the "Miserable User List" this is of course would be very hard to prove! which is the beauty of the software.

The very next day my account was not only set to "moderated" but my access to the "Members only section" was stopped.

I received no prier notice of this from the staff, which has been claimed here on numerous occasions by Admins/Mods not to happen! You are supposed to receive a warning first! This did not happen! Several hours latter after
a member here contacted them on my behalf I was told what had happened.

I never received a warning.

Do not TWO witnesses demand a look into their claims? Is it truth we are after, or just a "good time"? If there is but a mistake that has been made, then so be it, but if someone is guilty of breaking the
Golden Rule here, then for the sake of all of NEXUS, why not come forth? Honesty is always the best policy.
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Thanks

Thanked 7,709 Times in 2,560 Posts

Mar 2 2011

3,524

Online

4,122

Céline

Senior Nexian 
Social Media Rep

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Hunter,

what do you wish to look at?

what shall we investigate?

The admins.. mods.. have responded..

None of these answers suffice.

The only answer that will be good enough for you , is an answer that agrees with you.

This distraction is obvious...

and reminds me of old tactics..

This is my voice
There are many like it
but this one is mine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature...&v=FHczVzGfyqQ
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The Following 4 Users Say Thank You to Céline For This Useful Post:

Dorok (8th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), Khaleesi (7th February 2012), noxon (7th February 2012)
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Thanked 1,308 Times in 480 Posts
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729
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1,287

andywight

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Céline 

no i do not give you permission..im an evil little ���� when im pissed and i say some nasty things

No one here is surprised to know that... but i doubt ppl want to read it.

Here is some free advice for you Celine, "stop accusing people of things that you can't back up with proof"
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7th February 2012, 19:15 #139

Join Date
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Thanks

Thanked 7,709 Times in 2,560 Posts

Mar 2 2011

3,524

Online

4,122

Céline

Senior Nexian 
Social Media Rep

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Thanks...but no thanks

but anything from you ...isnt free

You have taken much here.... what have you given?

do you think these members think you are doing this for them??

everyone sees that this is the Andy, Chico, hunter show.

Now... have you taken enough of our energy? or do you want to suck somemore?

This is my voice
There are many like it
but this one is mine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature...&v=FHczVzGfyqQ
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The Following 3 Users Say Thank You to Céline For This Useful Post:

Dorok (8th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), Janos (7th February 2012)
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andywight

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.
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Thanked 1,308 Times in 480 Posts
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 Originally Posted by Céline 

Thanks...but no thanks

but anything from you ...isnt free

You have taken much here.... what have you given?

do you think these members think you are doing this for them??

everyone sees that this is the Andy, Chico, hunter show.

Now... have you taken enough of our energy? or do you want to suck somemore?

If miss-information and falsehoods are posted about me don't you think I have the right here to address them?
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Thanks

Thanked 7,709 Times in 2,560 Posts

Mar 2 2011

3,524

Online

4,122

Céline

Senior Nexian 
Social Media Rep

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

personal gripes should be done in pvt

cant you hear the echoes of how fed up ppl are?

This is my voice
There are many like it
but this one is mine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature...&v=FHczVzGfyqQ
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The Following 2 Users Say Thank You to Céline For This Useful Post:

abberline (8th February 2012), lightblue (7th February 2012)
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Thanked 934 Times in 345 Posts

Mar 10 2011

Southwest Norway
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2,433

noxon

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

- post is selfmodded away, 
because of being based on a misunderstanding

..
-

nm

Last edited by noxon; 8th February 2012 at 09:45.
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Thanks

Thanked 1,308 Times in 480 Posts
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Bahamas

729

Offline
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andywight

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Céline 

personal gripes should be done in pvt

cant you hear the echoes of how fed up ppl are?

I tried this Celine, Richard kicked me off the Skype group chat remember?

Also I am addressing miss-information and falsehoods posted here not from pvt discussions.
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Janos

Prolific Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Chicodoodoo 
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The woods
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1,244

And this is considered acceptable? Let's isolate that a bit, shall we? 

 

But, I'm sure that's just a random coincidence, isn't it. 'The Jackal'. Cool. I think I'll use that from now on. Thanks guys!

Last edited by Janos; 7th February 2012 at 19:41.

"Neglect not the small things, for all intrigues, and wars and truths are naught but small things, one built upon the other. Begin then, with the small, and look close, and ye will see it all."
FYI: Dandelions are one of a few plants that are 100% edible. Flowers, stems, leaves, roots. Everything. Remember that, as it may save your life one day. Learn more here: http://wildcookery.wordpress.com/
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Thanked 3,678 Times in 1,137 Posts

Jun 25 2011

Mexico

22

1,438
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2,685

reaver

Wicked Demon
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

More evidence of the reality of the pyramid:

http://nexus.2012info.ca/forum/showt...lluminati-show.

"Real compassion kicks butt and takes names, and it is not pleasant on certain days. If you are not ready for this fire, then find a new-age, sweetness-and-light, soft-speaking, perpetually smiling teacher, and learn to relabel your ego with
spiritual sounding terms. But stay away from those that practice real compassion, because they will fry your ass, my friend."
Ken Wilber
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The Following 2 Users Say Thank You to reaver For This Useful Post:

Akhenaten (7th February 2012), Céline (7th February 2012)
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Thanked 183 Times in 108 Posts
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51

truthunter

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Céline 

Hunter,

what do you wish to look at?

what shall we investigate?

The admins.. mods.. have responded..

None of these answers suffice.
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The only answer that will be good enough for you , is an answer that agrees with you.

This distraction is obvious...

and reminds me of old tactics..

Celine, All I am asking is for a responsible person to come forward in this (IF THERE IS ONE). I have no clue here. If someone DOES come forward, then all of us will find out if we can FORGIVE or not. If we
can't, then Nexus may just go on, but it would be nice to know that members are being honest with each other, cause the rest of the world is not...not to us. I do care.
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Status

Thanks

Thanked 7,709 Times in 2,560 Posts

Mar 2 2011

3,524

Online

4,122

Céline

Senior Nexian 
Social Media Rep

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

will anything we say make you feel we are honest?

Who , here, do you justify as a responsible person? other then yourself and chico that is

This is my voice
There are many like it
but this one is mine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature...&v=FHczVzGfyqQ
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truthunter

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Céline 

will anything we say make you feel we are honest?

Who , here, do you justify as a responsible person? other then yourself and chico that is

Celine "honesty" is your own call unto thyself. I am not speaking for Chico here, just fairness, reason and a fleeting hope for peace.

A responsible person would be one who knows about what happened to the situation at hand with Andy. Both he and Chico feel betrayed. I have no opinion here, just would like people to be honest (if
possible). Love considers the hearts of others or don't call it love.
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Thanks

Thanked 7,709 Times in 2,560 Posts

Mar 2 2011

3,524

Online

4,122

Céline

Senior Nexian 
Social Media Rep

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Nothing we did, happened to andy <<<<<<<<<<<< what will it take to believe that?

This is my voice
There are many like it
but this one is mine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature...&v=FHczVzGfyqQ
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The Following 2 Users Say Thank You to Céline For This Useful Post:

abberline (8th February 2012), noxon (7th February 2012)
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Florida
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Charles

Senior Moderator
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by truthunter 

Celine "honesty" is your own call unto thyself. I am not speaking for Chico here, just fairness, reason and a fleeting hope for peace.

A responsible person would be one who knows about what happened to the situation at hand with Andy. Both he and Chico feel betrayed. I have no opinion here, just would like people to be honest (if possible). Love considers
the hearts of others or don't call it love.

Nobody did anything to Andy, I was right there when it all happened. I tried over and over to explain it to Andy, he chose to not believe what I was telling him. I have been here since the start, and I have
never seen anyone do anything of the sort. I have had the same problem at times logging in, or a glitch going to a page. Am I to think that someone is messing with me too? Not hardly, it happens. I repeat
nobody did anything to Andy.

The eye sees only what the mind is prepared to comprehend.
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The Following 4 Users Say Thank You to Charles For This Useful Post:

Céline (7th February 2012), Dorok (8th February 2012), Fred Steeves (8th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012)
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